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C. GRIMALDIS GALLERY OPENS “EXTENDING THE LINE 3D”, Curated by Fran Kaufman of Kaufman Vardy Projects

C Grimaldis Gallery is pleased to announce Extending the Line 3D, a group exhibition including work by Chul Hyun Anh, David Goldes, Cheryl Gold-
sleger, Gordon Moore, Jong Oh, Cordy Ryman, Nan Swid and Hadi Tabatabai.  The exhibition, curated by Fran Kaufman of Kaufman Vardy Projects, 
explores a multi-cultural thread of geometric abstraction as it is interpreted by a diverse group of contemporary artists that are keeping the conversation alive.  
Extending the Line 3D will open on April 23 and continue through June 7, 2014 with an opening reception on April 23, from 6-8pm. A panel discussion will 
be held at the gallery on Saturday, May 17 at 3pm. Panelists will include Fran Kaufman, Virginia Adams, and Cordy Ryman.

The gallery, known for its long commitment to contemporary art with a focus on three-dimensional work, is the perfect home for this exhibition.  Each of 
the artists explore a sensibility that reveals the artist’s hand, thought process and creative use of material, thereby interpreting and adding to the lexicon of 
geometric abstraction.

Korean artist  Chul Hyun Ahn translates geometric painting  and the Zen practice of meditation into sculptures utilizing light, space and technology, creating 
both a physical and an optical illusion of infinity.  Poetic and seductive, they utilize scale and geometric forms,  inviting  the viewer to explore their own rela-
tionship to emptiness and solitude.  Chul Hyun Anh; Illuminated Void is currently touring multiple venues in the US and Europe. 

Operating at the intersection between art and science, David Goldes’ works are created by applying high-voltage electrical current to geometric shapes 
drawn with graphite or pencil on paper, articulating paths which form complete electrical circuits.   He then photographs the results at the instant the draw-
ings are charged, recording evidence of an otherwise invisible current.  

Cheryl Goldsleger is intrigued by the symbolic use of mazes and labyrinths, enigmatic structures with architectural roots.  With the circle, square, and 
triangle as her building blocks, she blends  drawing and painting, high-tech modeling with the ancient medium of encaustic.  Her heavily layered encaustic 
surfaces are seductive imperfect and poetic.

Gordon Moore employs a reductive abstract language exploring the dual existence of the transitory and the fixed.  By choosing to draw on photo emulsion 
paper, often containing the barest ghost of an image, his linear drawings seem to be suspended in deep space. In his works, the ground tends to recede 
while his marks and lines move forward, engaging the eye and the mind in harmonious disequilibrium.

Through the use of simple materials, Jong Oh employs a minimalistic practice using string, weights, dowels, paint, Plexiglas and graphite lines arranged in 
fragile geometries. Gravity, light, and shadows are essential components to his tenuous forms, reminding us of the often forgotten elegance of our daily lives. 

Cordy Ryman prefers the logical geometry of repeated forms, while being equally committed to the freedom of spontaneity and play to determine his pro-
cess.  Ryman cuts, paints, abuts and balances wooden triangles and squares, their inherent imperfections an integral part of the constructions.

Nan Swid’s materials are often parts of old books, antique ledgers or sheets of partly decayed rice paper formed into elegantly simple constructions. Often 
attached to a board for stability, each element is held in position by metal pins or old nails then covered in uneven layers of encaustic, heightening the con-
trast between fragility and solidity. 

Through an elegant combination of drawing, painting and sculpture, Hadi Tabatabai’s work seeks to unite the sensibility of Eastern thought with the more 
systematic ideology of the West. His compositions of thread, paint and wood are based on the grid, creating a constant experience of sensations that exist at 
the edge of perception.

Hours for C. Grimaldis Gallery, which is free and open to the public, are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Press Inquiries:  Jennifer Tam: jt@cgrimaldisgallery.com  /  T: (410) 539-1080
###

Kaufman Vardy Projects is a New York and Miami based consultancy, focused on curatorial projects and creative programming.  Partner Fran Kaufman is an 
art consultant, independent curator and former NYC gallery owner based in New York.

C. Grimaldis Gallery has continuously operated in Baltimore since 1977. It has established itself as Baltimore’s oldest contemporary art gallery, and an important 
venue in the region. The gallery specializes in post WWII American and European art with an emphasis on contemporary sculpture.
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CHERYL GOLDSLEGER
Octal, 2009
wax oil pigment resin
48 x 30 inches

CORDY RYMAN
Diamond Dice, 2013
acrylic on wood
42 x 42 x 2 inches
Courtsey of Dodge Gallery

DAVID GOLDES
From the series Science
Soap Film Cube, 2002
Gelatin Silver Print
20 x 24 inches
© David Goldes, Courtesy Yossi Milo Gallery, New York

GORDON MOORE
Untitled, 2012
Ink and gouache on photo emulsion paper
40 x 27 inches
Courtesy Betty Cuningham Gallery

HADI TABATABAI
2012-13, 2012
acrylic paint on cast acrylic panel
7 x 6.25 inches
Courtsey Danese Gallery

NAN SWID
White + Black, 2013
Encaustic on mixed media
32 x 31.5 x 5.5 inches 
Courtsey Margaret Thatcher Projects
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